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few trends in recent western historical writing have been
as important or as encouraging as the boom in mormon studies
and in this boom the mormonscormons themselves have played the
principal role As if tired of waiting for non mormonscormons to
provide objective new insights into the often controversial
history of the mormon people young mormon scholars have
plupiuplungedngedaged enthusiastically into research and debate over their
group s past

in their efforts they have been helped greatly by several
institutional changes one was the founding of dialogue in
1966 as a journal for serious and open discussion of the big
intellectual uncertainties including historical interpretations
that intelligent younger mormonscormons face as they carry into the
late twentieth century a pattern of beliefs and attitudes that
reflect the early nineteenth century and that came into being
among a simpler less educated population than today s oncom-
ing generation almost simultaneously the mormon history
association was established to provide a forum for considera-
tion of historical issues and to draw together the growing
number of scholars with a special interest in that particular
subject A third change was the wise decision of the church
authorities to open the church s rich archival collections to
scholars so that henceforth books and articles could be based
on solid research rather than on inference and legend equally
important was the decision to appoint as church historian
leonard J arrington the ablest and best known mormon
historian and the first professionally trained scholar to be
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called to that post along with arrington s new church posi-
tion has gone a name chair in western history at brigham
young university and the directorship of the center for
western history at that same university so that arrington
now has an opportunity to exert a wide influence

As part of his program to develop modern mormon schol-
arship arrington has established a new church sponsored
mormon heritage series under his own general editorship

while at the same time he has contributed the present biography
of charles C rich as the first volume in brigham young uni-
versity s new series studies in mormon history which is
under the general editorship of another well known scholar
james B alienallenailen parenthetically it should be remarked that
these two series take their place alongside a veritable galaxy
of already existing publishing outlets at salt lake city
provo and logan with the result that there are more op-
portunitiesportunities for publishing in mormon history today than in
any other field of western history what s more since the
church authorities have permitted arrington to recruit a
good sized staff of professionally trained historians in addi-
tion to those who were already on the faculties of utah s
several universities there are probably more utahnsutahna studying
the mormonscormons today than there are texans studying cowboys

arrington s biography of charles C rich thus can be
viewed not only as having significance in its own right but
also as constituting an illustration of the nature of the new
mormon historical scholarship in choosing rich as his sub-
ject arrington gave himself an assignment that was at once
inviting and competitive inviting because rich has traditional-
ly been regarded as being less controversial than most early
mormon leaders competitive because rich is one of the very
few prominent mormonscormons for whom we have long had a pass-
able biography john henry evans charles coulson rich
pioneer builder of the westwaw1 est 1936 while evans book was
laudatory and uncritical it nevertheless had a sincerity and
courage that made it attractive evans consciously asked him-
self the big questions why did rich decide to become a mor-
mon why did he become a polygamist why did he obey
every one of his church s severe demands for service

in reworking the story of rich s life of dedicated ser-
vice arrington has been able to study a much larger body of
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primary material than was available to evans significantly
arrington tells us that the most extensive collection of manu-
script sources for this book was in the church archives in
other words the very publication of this volume is a justifica-
tion for the decision to open the church archives to research
but so too does arrington s use of the manuscripts show
how much of an improvement the new scholarship is over the
old where evans was simple and almost casual in his use of
evidence and never documented his assertions arrington is
carefulcarefcalefU 1 precise and thorough and backs up his text with forty
pages of footnotes in fine print plus a detailed bibliography
that makes evident the comprehensive nature of his search
for evidence where evans handled his subject so uncritically
and with so little detail that the reader was given no oppor-
tunity to sense any flaws in rich s character or performance
arrington marches determinedly forward with a careful and
full description of each episode he does not editorialize or
speculate and rarely points to possible shortcomings in rich
or the mormonscormonsMormons rather his method seems to be to present the
facts so fully that they will truly speak for themselves in
part this approach has been forced upon the author by rich
himself for the latter seems to have been a taciturn man whose
journals usually told what he did and what he saw but not
how he did things why he did them or what his concerns
were as an administrator

in journal writing he was inclined to pay more attention
to unique and remarkable sights than to his own problems
and decisions

if this sometimes leads to a kind of blandness a striking
example is the handling of rich s extra marriages after rich
and his devoted wife had gone through hardships together
suddenly we are told in a chapter that deals primarily with
the bloody collision between the mormonscormons of nauvoo and
their gentile neighbors of carthage illinois that in a period
of eight days rich acquired three additional wives and a year
later a fourth with impressive understatement arrington
comments merely that rich s new responsibilities must have
seemed almost overwhelming in the face of the challenges con-
fronting the mormonscormonsMormons way down at the end of the book
just before the short concluding chapter there is a separate
chapter entitled the wives and families of charles C rich
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here one page is devoted to a cautious review of the very
limited evidence as to how the first mrs rich felt about poly-
gamy and the other wives

As this suggests one of the consistent characteristics of
the book is its subordination of the role of women a sub-
ordination that probably reflects very accurately their actual
role in nineteenth century mormon life repeatedly arrington
points out that rich was always being dispatched on some
new mission for the church while leaving his wives to fend
for themselves under conditions of real hardship A thought-
ful reader is left to wonder whether brigham young ever
paused in compassion before exacting still another sacrifice
of an already overburdened family that had given far more
than its fair share and equally the reader is left to ask him-
self why did rich always agree to go

another interesting problem is the question of miracles
mormon history is replete with miracles for the mormonscormonsMormons like
the old testament folk for whom they felt such a kinship
knew that the lord was on their side and saw his hand in
each fortunate occurrence again arrington simply recounts
the events as precisely as the evidence permits and editorializes
no more than to remark that the mormonscormons saw the working
of the lord s will in this or that particular happening the
famous seagulls whom mormon legend credits with saving the
1848 crop from an onslaught of crickets suffer some reduc-
tion in importance when thus tested by contemporary evidence

in summary this is a book that is always honest thorough
and sensible but not much given to speculative probing it
is written in a style that is clear and pleasantly readable in
his bibliographical essay arrington speaks of his book as a

history of rich instead of using a more personal term such
as biography or life the distinction is important for
the reader is brought tantalizingly close to rich s personality
without ever feeling that he truly knows the man the de-
tails of rich s life are here but the very fulnessfalness of those de-
tails makes one long for the additional insights that could
have been provided by interpretive analysis and by a more de-
liberate attempt to reconcile conflicting evidence we are
given abundant reason to appreciate that rich was a fine
leader but it isncisn t clear how he won people s confidence save
that he was careful and considerate again we know that
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he served often as a preacher and chairman of meetings yet
he does not seem articulate he loved his wives and children
and yet made them get along without him he could be far-
sighted but also stubborn and literal if only we could look
into the mind and soul of this fascinatingly contradictory per-
sonalitysona lity how much we would understand about the mormonscormons
of the heroic era

bitton davis wit & whimsy inin mormon history salt lake
city deseret book 1974 72 ppap 1951.95195

reviewed by dennis L lythgoe associate professor of history
at massachusetts state college at bridgewater

davis bitton does not pretend to present a complete volume
of mormon humor rather he has compiled a small collec-
tion of passages that he especially liked curious situations
not necessarily humorous in a strict sense drawn either from
early utah newspapers or from material in the church histori-
cal department the concept is refreshing and some of the
selections are choice even hilarious most memorable is the
extract from perrigrinePerrigrine sessions diary of 1853 about sarah
kirkman rattling a chain at night to frighten her husband into
believing he was being punished for failing to say his prayers
almost as amusing is an account taken from an 1880 juvenile
instructor describing playful boys teasing a sleeping member
in church priddy meeks colorful 1850 advice on dress stan-
dards could bring needed perspective to modern day zealotszealouszealots
and the deseret news detailed practical explanation of the
word of wisdom is a gem

however the rest of the collection is inconsistent many
selections are just not funny and several could have been
deleted because they do not represent mormon wit eg an
irish letter reproduced in the deseret news because it was
11appreciated by the mormonscormonsMormons while john pulsipher s terse
proposal of marriage by letter is typical of pioneer days others
are more amusing for instance in his recent biography of
charles C rich leonard arrington includes an 1837 letter
written by rich proposing marriage to sarah pea that is a
treasure in mormon literature


